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The Oxford Handbook of Tropical Medicine, fourth edition is the definitive resource for medical

problems in tropical regions, and in low-resource settings. Comprehensive in scope, and concise in

style, this portable guide ensures that you always have the vital information you need at your

fingertips.Fully revised and updated for its fourth edition, it includes brand new chapters on

humanitarian crises, poisoning and envenoming, nosocomial infections, and antibiotic resistance.

The paediatric illness sections have been expanded, and website links have been fully updated and

extended. With the clear, easy-reference style of the trusted Oxford Handbook format, written and

reviewed by an international team of clinical experts, this is a truly global handbook and an essential

resource. Make sure you never leave home without it!
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Review from previous edition: "The handbook delivers the facts to your fingertips... if I had 425g of

luggage allowance to spare I would throw it in my rucksack!" --S B Welby in Annals of Tropical

Medicine and Parasitology"A strong point of the handbook is its range of practical protocols

developed by the WHO. These allow a structured approach to patient care and can be adapted to

national policies and local conditions, used for easy reference, and disseminated appropriately."

--John Hartley, University College London Hospital"This is an invaluable resource... this book will

answer all of your questions about tropical medicine in a concise manner and suggest a plain and

easy to follow treatment plan." --Reviewer on "... is an excellent resource for those working in



low-resource circumstances. ... it attempts to provide common sense, rational and relevant

information and advice (...)for those working within the tropics and in resource-poor settings, it is

unique, practical and excellent resource and canbe thoroughly recommended." --Journal of

Antimicrobial Chemotherapy 2005"The pocket sized format, with robust plasticized cover ensuring

its portability and durability, combined with concise yet highly informative coverage of a vast number

of topics will ensure the continued success of the second edition of this popular handbook... I have

no reservations inrecommending the second edition of the OHTM to both students and practitioners

of tropical medicine. Whether working in the tropics or in resource-rich settings, this handbook will

certainly prove its worth." --Transactions of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene

2005"This is a well-written, reasonably comprehensive handbook of clinical tropical medicine that

will be very useful for the practitioner in an isolated setting." --Doody's Journal May 2005"...a

practical, well-written, pocket-sized handbook for practitioners or medical students of tropical

medicien working in an area of limited resources...based on current WHO guidelines...[it] will be

useful for practitioners in isolated settings." --Winnie Ooi, MD, Harvard Med School"...this is a gem

of a handbook." --Mad Mag 2007

Andrew Brent, Specialist Registrar in Infectious Diseases Nuffield Department of Infectious

Diseases & Microbiology and Centre for Tropical Medicine, Oxford, UK,Robert Davidson, Consultant

Physician, Northwick Park Hospital; Hon Sen Lecturer, Imperial College School of Medicine,

London, UK,Anna Seale, WT Research Training Fellow, Oxford University; KEMRI-Wellcome,

CGMR-Coast, Kilifi, Kenya

An indispensable resource as I volunteer overseas on medical missions as a nurse! This trip had a

20lb max weight limit on all luggage and I still kept this in my bag!

Excellent book for tropical medicine, from a well respected UK source. Handy and portable. If you

are carrying only one tropical medicine reference, this is the one to take with you!

A very good book which is worth readingand having with you in the tropics as medical doctor from

the West.But: it seems at first site less professionally structured compared to the Oxford Handbook

of internal medicine.

I take this with me whenever I travel for work or volunteer. Great overview and treatment



descriptions, and extensively covers pertinent diseases you will see all over the globe.

Arrived as expected in great condition.

A great textbook reference for infectious diseases specialists or for healthcare providers who often

encounter tropical medicine diseases.

Very "hands-on" approach to tropical medicine--just what I needed. Presents key information a

provider will need, without reading like a text book. Thorough and direct.

Awesome! Helped me study for the Trop Med exam.
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